
This year, we created a total new National Exposition concept. A
concept  where we connect, listen and inspire but especially where
we all win! Let's celebrate the accomplishments of our projects
together! Watch the livestream here.

You can find the finalists on the next pages!

JUNE 4th 2021, 1500-1700h!

Enactus: the largest experiential learning platform developing
NextGen Leaders with a head for business and a heart for the world.

https://www.enactuscaresnl.com/


The aim of our project is to improve the oral health of
children from disadvantaged backgrounds. We do this
by developing an educational comic by which we provide
children with knowledge, create awareness and
encourage action to prevent oral diseases.

Dentistry - Children -
Education - Charity - Morocco

DENTUCATION FOR ALL | ENACTUS VU
INNOVATION CUP | PEOPLE LEAGUE

DONATE!

Sponsorship
ReproVU 

(200 comics)

Partnership
ACTA &

Centre Fiers et Force



We are an all girls project trying to tackle period poverty in the
Netherlands. We would like to sell reusable, affordable and non-
toxic period pads. in the future we would also like to be able to
donate some products to women and girls and need. Our other main
goal is to build an educational platform through our social media. We
have found that many people, disregarding their gender, do not have
enough education on periods, its stigmas and experiences from
people. We would like to tackle that issue and also incorporate other
female related issues, such as sexual assault.

Empowerment - Periods -
Poverty - Sustainability

EMPERIOD | ENACTUS UCU
INNOVATION CUP | PEOPLE LEAGUE

DONATE!

Finished
Prototype

 

Successfully Organized
Awareness Protest

 



De andere zeep consists in commercialising sustainable soaps in
collaboration with the Refugee Project Maastricht. On the one hand,
soaps are being sold in the form of organic soap tabs, in order to
recharge liquid beer bottle soap dispensers and avoid plastic waste.
On the other hand, the project includes refugees directly in
workshops and the marketing team, to integrate them socially and
financially in Maastricht. By combing the social and sustainable
aspect, de andere zeep wishes to contribute on its scale, to the
community in a meaningful way.

Inclusion - Alternative Soap -
Sustainability

 

DE ANDERE ZEEP | ENACTUS MAASTRICHT
INNOVATION CUP | PEOPLE LEAGUE

8
Workshops

12
Orders

DONATE!



We are tackling a polluting problem that occurs in our daily
lives, namely microplastic pollution through cosmetics. We
mitigate that problem by creating an impactful and
sustainable brand to show the world that there are green
alternatives to our daily products. We are creating a scrub
that is free from plastic microbeads, while giving waste
streams, such as coffee grounds a second life. 

BEANS FOR BEADS | ENACTUS EINDHOVEN
INNOVATION CUP | PLANET LEAGUE

Plasticless - Repurpose -
Scrub - Experience -

Sustainable

Finalist of the 
Young Plastic 

Pollution Challenge

Finished
Testproduct

 

DONATE!



We produce handmade beeswax wraps and have the
ambition to sell them in Maastricht soon. We aim to
partner up with local beekeepers. Our key activities
include production, distribution and marketing. We
target environmentally friendly people, students and
private households. We aspire to create brand loyalty
and build personal relationships with our customers.

Beeswax Wraps - Waste
Reduction - Sustainability

BEEFRESH | ENACTUS MAASTRICHT
INNOVATION CUP | PLANET LEAGUE

100+
Instagram Followers

Finished
Prototype

 

DONATE!



We want to help Utrecht citizens in the construction of facade gardens by offering
sustainable Do It Yourself plant and flower boxes. By removing a few rows of paving
stones we contribute to the promotion of biodiversity, the prevention of fossilization
and heat in the city, cleaner air and a greener living environment! We selected the most
sustainable plants and flowers together with a biologist. The indigenous plants and
flowers are loved by birds, insects and especially by bees. In addition to this, we will
inform people about the maintenance of facade gardens through instruction videos, so
that people easily can construct a facade garden themselves. We are collaborating with
a local and sustainable garden center in Utrecht. We put together different boxes aimed
at gardens with lots of sun or with shade, or aimed at gardens that require a lot or a
little maintenance. You can even put herbs in your garden or a nice bench! To conclude,
facade gardens have a lot of advantages for insects, birds and people.
 

Facade Gardens - Biodiversity
- Sustainable City

GROENE GEVELS | ENACTUS UTRECHT
INNOVATION CUP | PLANET LEAGUE

DONATE!

Finalist
Moyee Coffee x Knappe
Koppen Pitch Challenge

 

Construction
& Partnership

 



Do you remember dreaming about what you wanted to become in live? Dit you
want to become a doctor, a teacher or maybe an athlete? Besides the fun
activity dreaming is, it is also very important for childhood development.
Toekies is a social enterprise that focusses on dreams of refugee children.
Because of all the trauma these kids experienced they don’t have the ability to
dream, without boundaries about their future. We collect their dreams on
drawing workshops and use them to design our colorful socks. Our approach
changed over the years from a ‘dare to dream’ approach to a ‘chasing dreams’
approach by focussing our presentations and conversations more on job
possibilities when we meet our little dreamers. 

Because every child has the right to dream without boundaries of reality, right?

Toekies - Refugee Children -
Workshop - Dream - Future

TOEKIES | ENACTUS UTRECHT
GROWTH CUP | PEOPLE LEAGUE

17
Impacted Children

€2.571,-
 

DONATE!



We are Selfles: a social enterprise engaged in the processing of
glass. Despite the fact that we have a circular system for beer
bottles in the Netherlands, this does not yet exist for wine bottles.
Therefore, we give wine bottles (and other glassware) a second life.
We collect the empty wine bottles, and in cooperation with a social
work place we turn them into sustainable light objects. In this way
we literally put these bottles in the spotlight. Besides upcycling the
wine bottles, we want our light objects to create awareness about
recycling, and also make circularisation more visible.

Social Workplace - Upcycling
- Awareness - Wine Bottles

SELFLES | ENACTUS GRONINGEN
GROWTH CUP | PEOPLE LEAGUE

811
Upcycled Wine Bottles

€ -
(Gifts for partners) 

DONATE!



Save A Bike collects abandoned bicycles and repairs
them in partnership with MSN Goirle, an organisation
that employs people with a mild handicap. The bikes are
sold and rented out at affordable prices, mostly to
students at Tilburg University. This way, they give the
bikes a new life, and the people at MSN a shot at the
labour market.

SAVE A BIKE | ENACTUS TILBURG
GROWTH CUP | PEOPLE LEAGUE

Recycling - Sustainable - Bike
 

31
Bicycles recycled

€2.372,-
 

DONATE!



We collect Festivalbanners, that are most of the time
only used once, and upcycle them to durable, waterproof
backpacks. This way, we prevent these banner materials
from going to waste and give them a second life as
sustainable and unique backpacks as a memory to your
favourite festival. 

Recycling - Circular - Waste -
Backpack - Sustainable

BENNIE | ENACTUS UTRECHT
GROWTH CUP | PLANET LEAGUE

200
Banners saved from 

going to waste

€ -
 

DONATE!



The main source of proteins in the western world is the
very unsustainable bio-industry. Insects are a
sustainable alternative, and therefore our mission is to
open the gate towards large scale insect consumption.
This way, we contribute to a western world in which
insect consumption is normalized 

Sustainable - Insects -
Proteins - Bio-industry -

Taboo 
 

INSECTIMPACT | ENACTUS WAGENINGEN
GROWTH CUP | PLANET LEAGUE

423
Brownies sold

€1.537,-
 

DONATE!



Beegrateful wants to tackle a serious societal problem; the decreasing
pollinator populations due to urbanisation. This is problematic as 75% of the
crops used for food production and the natural ecosystem biodiversity are
pollinator-dependent. Pollinators, like bees and especially solitary bees, find
it hard to survive in the ever-expanding food deserts which we call cities.
Therefore, Beegrateful strives to create food and housing hotspots in the
urban areas. We recently launched an innovative product, an insect hotel
that can be hanged on lantern poles all around our cities. With this project
we aim to create thousands of new places for solitary bees to nest, making
our cities more biodiverse and bee-friendly.

Innovative - Impact - Driven -
Social - Sustainable

 
 

BEEGRATEFUL | ENACTUS WAGENINGEN
GROWTH CUP | PLANET LEAGUE

3.500
Nesting places

€1.204,-
 

DONATE!


